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I am also an instructor and faculty advisor in the Administrative Assistant certificate 
program at Red River College, but also have my own coaching and training company –
I teach social intelligence, transitional skills, business competence.
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Events have played a very crucial role in human history.

Events are artefacts of human culture; it’s only recently that they’ve developed into a fast 
growing and influential industry.

The impact has been such that there is an entire academic culture surrounding “events”. 
Their impact, their legacy, their influence on the social fabric, on socio-economic 
development, on cultural evolution, on business. 

When I started in event planning it wasn’t an industry. It was something I did off the side of 
my desk as an administrative professional. It was mostly planning recruitment events for the 
University of Manitoba. When I was headhunted to the Office of the President and the 
Alumni Association, that was the first time I really saw events as something more than a 
means for marketing and recruitment. I started planning events that connected people; that 
reminded people of the value and the esteem in which we held them and the impact they 
had on the culture within the University.

My career eventually took me to Europe where the event industry is far more established, 
and I started working on live events, TV events, music events, product launches and festivals, 
– things that are traditionally seen as large scale events. But the planning and execution 
process is no different. Certainly the fundamentals of planning an event will remain the 
same, regardless of the scale. And it all starts with objectives.
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When Laureen and I first spoke, we had some interesting conversations regarding 
what topics would be of most use to your diverse group. Some of the areas of 
concern were things like budget and time constraints (which are always an issue, and 
frankly something we rarely have any control over), but the one that stuck with me 
was how to be creative within those particular constraints. When planning events 
that’s something we always hope to do: make it memorable. And in order to make it 
memorable, we need to be creative – make it different from what our guests have 
attended before.

But when we plan events we have to balance a sometimes wide variety of mandates, 
not least of which is getting it done on time and within contractual constraints as well 
(ie: food services, venue options, contracted suppliers etc). As a result, a lot of time 
our events tend to have the same look and feel. And we also don’t always have the 
ability to plan with our creative juices unbroken by other demands, the way a 
professional event planner does. So in many ways, our jobs are harder.
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Even though they are temporary, every event MUST have a purpose. It must. Without 
it, we have failed. And every purpose MUST be clear. Crystal clear.
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If the event has a purpose, then it is in the achievement of those clearly defined 
objectives that the purpose is fulfilled.

This is the fundamental starting point for successful event management. Absolutely 
ground zero.
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Tangible: eg: day of objectives; Intangible: eg: long term objectives

Defining your objectives clearly will help you ensure you understand what every party 
is after, and it will also help you choose the right STYLE of event. How every 
department or partner is involved will differ, and as a result, so will the outcome.

When I say clearly define: most planners just talk about them once and move on. 
Scope creep, misunderstanding, good intentions, can all cause the event objectives to 
suddenly become moving targets. Remember the perspective exercise we did? 
(Where I got you to make a circle with your finger, and then move the perspective of 
your view? Your action did not change, but viewing it from a different angle changed 
the outcome entirely.) BE CLEAR on the purpose of your event and ensure everyone 
else is also.
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Here are just some of the objectives that those of us who work within educational 
institutions often have to plan events to meet.
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So if the objective is the key to every other part of the plan (including venue, catering, 
etc) then to achieve each objective you almost need to think about each objective 
separately and plan an ideal event for each element before looking at commonalities 
to see if you can combine them.

Every activity, every THING that happens at an event should be purposive – it should 
meet an objective in some way.
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These questions are often used as a decision making guide; they help keep people on 
task.

Remember, objectives require constant re-evaluation, even on annual events; even if 
the audience demographics don’t change, the dynamic will; so constantly re-evaluate. 
(Dynamic: their interests, focus, desires, pop culture, etc). Department or guest 
demands or needs might change; so your goal being set or at the very least re-
evaluated each time around is critical.

DO NOT FALL INTO THE “WELL, WE’VE ALWAYS DONE IT THIS WAY” MENTALITY. THIS 
IS THE KISS OF DEATH FOR EVENTS.
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If you were to consider putting together an evaluation form for attendees at the event or consider a 
report you have to provide for your manager after the event, what would you hope feedback about 
the event would say? 

Depending on the type of event, the feedback you hope to get might vary considerably. Let’s consider 
comparing organising a private retreat you have arranged for executives from your organisation and
potential partners, with organising your company’s Christmas party. 

For the retreat event, the key elements will be about the suitability of the space, the discretion of the 
staff, the responsiveness or proactive attitude of the staff – basically about making sure attendees 
have no reason to be distracted from their discussions to think about minor things like seating, audio 
visual or catering arrangements. You may have no idea what the meeting is about, but you can be sure 
your executives don’t want anything to happen that might negatively reflect on them. After this type 
of event, if your executives have nothing to say to you, you probably did a great job. 

And the Christmas Party? Well, attendees at that event will probably be slightly more forgiving about 
the quality of the food, or even the quality of the wine, so long as they aren’t left hungry, thirsty or 
bored. Spend more time thinking about the perfect environment for people to relax and have fun than 
on the menu and the drinks and you will probably come up trumps.

See your objective with a Christmas party is not to feed and water your guests – it’s to allow them to 
relax, mingle, celebrate and have fun. The food and drink might support that objective, but the MAIN 
objective is creating the environment.

We too often tend to see our main objectives as things like RoI, or something quantifiable, like number 
of attendees or recruitment numbers or making a good impression…but it has to start with the end in 
mind: OUR ATTENDEES and WHAT THE EXPERIENCE IS LIKE FOR THEM.
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Consider what your attendees need in each case. Their needs should coincide with 
your objectives. 

What do they need from you or from the event in order to fulfill the reason they 
came to the event in the first place? Those needs should be somewhere in your 
objectives…and very clearly so!
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I want to talk very briefly about the audience profile and why it’s critical to your event 
planning success.
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Knowing your audience will tell you what kinds of activities they are open to 
experiencing  / engaging in. It helps you create an event with style and substance.

Eg: if you propose a Jingle Bell Rock event at Christmas to a crowd that would have 
preferred something more traditional / classic, you run the risk of killing event 
anticipation and interest.

An example: At one corporate event guests were asked to wear fake tattoos and 
women were asked to place them on their lower back (ie: tramp stamp), dress 
permitting. It caused guests to be very uncomfortable, as did the pole dancing that 
had been set up for guests to take part in and entertain their fellow employees.

Those activities were chosen because they were the trend at the time; which is one 
reason why I never go with what is trendy or “all the rage”.
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The demographic in the room will absolutely dictate the way in which people behave 
and engage with the event.  For example: Couples or spouses – you will always 
behave differently with your partner in the room than you would if you were there 
only with your peers / colleagues; the ability to “let loose” is affected. Also, activities 
will need to be tailored differently to be inclusive depending on who is in attendance.
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What do they need – WHY WOULD THEY COME TO THE EVENT?

What do they all share in common – what characteristics do they share? It’s much 
easier to plan for what they have in common than to try to accommodate their 
varying interests.

What will they enjoy – what can you do to add value or enhance the experience?

Remember: you will NEVER satisfy everyone, so don’t try.

WHO your attendees are will have an impact on WHAT you will have them do, and 
WHAT they are expecting to do. 
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So now that we’ve defined what we are doing and who is going to be there, we can 
start thinking about the creative aspects of event planning. So think back to the 
constraints we talked about before. 

What sort of challenges do you have when you are planning your events?

We don’t often think about themes because we tend to think of themes as something 
that happens at a children’s party or at a certain time of year, but every event should 
have a theme of some sort.
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There’s that “meaning” again. You can substitute the following words: Purpose. Focus. 
Direction. The theme should be derived from your purpose.

Themes can be built around any element you can possibly imagine. What’s really crucial here 
is what emotion you want evoke, what feeling you want to people to have and leave with, 
what experience you want to create. But also, what the goal or objective is. 

Now remember, themes don’t have to be big and brash, or cheesy (unless that’s your theme: 
cheese). They can and should have some kind of meaning. For example, perhaps a flame is 
used as the inspiration for a theme, as a reminder of being steadfast, of persevering and 
staying strong.

Perhaps you are inspired by a cotton ball, as a reminder to stay fun, light and absorbent. 
Small touches, little things that flow through every element is what you’re looking for. Keep it 
super simple.

Themes:
• Improve overall event experience for you and your guests
• Help focus attention on a main topic
• Keep event from looking and feeling disjointed (consistency, coherence, “togetherness”)

And contrary to popular belief they don’t need to be “in your face” or obvious either. 
Remember, we’re thinking small touches.
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We can get caught up in the minutia of event planning details, so sometimes it warrants taking a step 

back and looking at the main elements. What are they?  Look at the big picture.

Step back, take an overall look at all requirements 
that carry hard (fixed) costs and need to be part of 
your space request and map them out.

Consider all major elements, (timing, logistics, 
orchestrations, venue, catering, information 
management) including:

Transportation of guests and items; accommodation
Move in / set up and associated fees
Rehearsal space and associated fees
Tear down, move out, etc.

Let’s take a board meeting…what are the various elements that make up the whole?

Suitable space, comfort and privacy, materials (agenda, etc), coffee and other refreshments, wireless 
internet, access to audio visual equipment.
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Essentials are the core of event design and all other elements will naturally unfold 
around them. These are non-negotiable elements at the time of initial planning.  
Without these things the event couldn’t happen properly, or at all. 

Knowing your essentials also allows you to know your starting point during 
negotiations with suppliers, vendors, even sponsors.
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The environment is actually 
influenced by two things: the motif 
and the mood you want to create.
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A motif is any visual representation of your theme or idea or “thing” that you are 
using to create consistency around your event. It can be an obvious “thing” (even 
branding can count; college colours; symbols or objects).

Examples:  
-If you use the “springtime“ theme you may want to incorporate the use of a various 
symbols or motifs. These may be repeated on your invitations, program, plates, or 
decorations. Sometimes the use of several different symbols will be used as 
components of the theme. 
-Use of a favorite movie or comic character may suggest movie scripts, caricatures, 
directors chair, old movie posters or comedy and tragedy faces.
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Eg: For a Parisian theme you might come up with words like cafe, arches, artist, Eiffel 
Tower, springtime, April showers.
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Now again the idea is not to have an overt theme that people can say “oh that last 
board meeting had a distinctly Scottish flavor to it”… it’s more to help you keep a 
consistency and a uniformity to your planning and your elements. It can help to even 
have a colour scheme, or symbol, or anything that runs through the elements. We 
seek out patterns and consistency. So it can help to make the event FEEL a certain 
way to your attendees. 

It can help the event feel “put together”.
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The second part of the environment is to consciously decide on what atmosphere or 
mood you want to create. 

Think of words that will help you to envision the mood you hope to create. If you’re 
having a board meeting, perhaps you don’t want to it feel light and airy and 
fun…maybe a bit more reserved and austere (depends on the agenda!). You also 
don’t have to have it in a room that is so severe that everyone in attendance feels 
weighed down. 

Create a feel and a mood that is uniform throughout.
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Poor event design can drain a room 
of energy before guests even arrive. 
The biggest things that drain energy 
include:

Overlooked areas of congestion
Long waits
Hungry / tired guests
Not enough seating
Room too hot / cold / not big enough / too big

Your guests will come in and feed off your event design, they will give off an 
energy that will ultimately impact whether or not they enjoy themselves, 
thereby determining whether the event is successful.
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All of the above then works together
to create an emotion which will be 
deeply felt by your attendees. How 
do you want them to feel? Valued? 
Important? Excited? Relaxed or 
playful? Don’t ever forget that you 
are planning, ultimately, for their 
experience.
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Nothing more, nothing less.
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An easy way to “hack” all of the 5 elements is to think of the 5 senses. If you can plan 
in such a way that you engage as many of the senses as possible, you will create a 
fully immersive event experience. You may not be able to accommodate all 5, but the 
more you can, the better the experience will be.
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Things to consider…
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Now I’d like to change direction a little and touch on our last topic – etiquette and 
protocol. As the front line for your particular department or organization you have 
the unique and sometimes stressful position of setting much of the tone for any 
relationships that your team is looking to foster.

Educational institutions around much of North America and even in Europe have 
started to light a fire under their international recruitment initiatives and there are 
several areas of the world from which that recruitment and potential partnerships are 
sought. According to a recent survey by CBC News, while many of our universities are 
trying to recruit from a variety of countries, the top countries remain:

China / Hong Kong
India

I’d like to focus on these 2 countries, with a little “general etiquette” thrown in. 
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Appointments are a must for business in China! If possible, schedule meetings a week 
in advance. Since the Chinese want to know who it is they will be meeting, provide 
details on titles, positions, and responsibilities of attendees ahead of time. Agreeing 
on an agenda upfront can also be useful. If you are trying to meet with company 
executives or high-ranking officials, be prepared for extensive back-and-forth 
communications until everything is finalized, and do not postpone or cancel meetings 
on short notice.

ALSO: Be aware of the culture of hierarchy in Chinese culture. While they will do their 
best to adapt to a western way of doing business when they are here, Chinese 
protocol dictates that the senior most member of a party is addressed, and ideally by 
the senior most member of your party. Counterparts will always deal with 
counterparts.
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Before meetings, it's better to learn some common Chinese expressions like hello, 
thank you, goodbye as well as some knowledge of Chinese culture, history and 
geography. If you speak Chinese, they will really appreciate your efforts and take your 
initiative of doing business in China more seriously than if you do not speak any 
Mandarin. When meeting with government, learning the names of the high officials is 
very important. 

Politics should always be avoided. 

It's common for Chinese to ask some private questions such as your age, salary, 
marital status. If you don't want to reveal that information, remain polite and give an 
unspecific answer with a pleasant smile. But you can always ask some general 
questions like "How long have you've been working here?" to show your care and 
have an interest toward the people you are meeting with.

Small talk is welcomed in the beginning, the middle and the end of a meeting. In 
China, good personal connections are very helpful to business. Showing your respect 
and giving some compliments can be a good way of doing business. During the 
meeting, a confident tone is very agreeable. Make sure that you don't speak too fast 
and leave enough time for people to digest what you have been saying. No matter if 
you can speak Chinese or not, bring an interpreter with you always, not only to show 
your respect for the meeting but also your status in your company.
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A firm handshake at the beginning and the end of the meeting is necessary. Avoid too 
much body contact with the Chinese, especially females.
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Today, official policy in Chinese business culture forbids giving gifts which can be 
considered as bribery. In many organizations and companies, however, attitudes 
surrounding gifts are beginning to relax. If you wish to give a gift to an individual, you 
must do it privately, in the context of friendship, not business.

Here are other important reminders that can save you from spoiling a business deal:
• Don't be surprised if your gift is declined. You need to insist on giving the gift three 

times before the recipient finally accepts it.
• Never present a gift in front of a crowd, as this gesture only causes 

embarrassment.
• A business gift should be presented to the entire company. This is the only 

acceptable gift in the Chinese business culture.
• Exchange of gifts between the companies should only be done after all 

negotiations are concluded. This is the best time to give their gifts.
• It should be made explicit that the gift comes from the company and is given to 

the Chinese company. Usually the heads of both negotiation teams are the ones 
that exchange gifts.

• The gift should be wrapped in an appropriate color. Red is considered by the 
Chinese people as lucky so this is the safest color. Otherwise, you can ask the hotel 
or a local to wrap the gift. The Chinese culture gives different meanings for every 
color.
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• Choose a gift that represents your company, country, region or town. This should 
not be something too lavish or expensive.

• Acceptable gifts for a company include items from your country or city, such as 
handicrafts, or an illustrated book. Be sure to bring a supply of these items with 
you, so that you can reciprocate if it happens that you are presented with a gift.

• Gifts of food are acceptable, but not at dinner parties or other occasions where 
appetizers and meals will be served. Candy and fruit baskets, however, are 
acceptable as thank-you gifts sent after these events.

• Eight is considered one of the luckiest numbers in Chinese culture. If you receive 
eight of any item, consider it a gesture of good will. Six is considered a blessing for 
smoothness and problem free advances. Four is a taboo because it means 'death.' 
Other numbers such as '73' meaning 'the funeral' and '84' meaning 'having 
accidents' are to be avoided.

Gifts to Avoid
The following items are to be avoided as they are associated with funerals: Straw 
sandals, clocks, handkerchiefs, four of any item [the Cantonese word for “four” 
sounds similar, in the same language, to “death”], gifts or wrapping paper in white, 
black, or blue.
Do not open gifts in the presence of the giver unless your host did so first.
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Indian people appreciate punctuality and keeping one’s commitments but are 
notoriously late when it comes to keeping appointments themselves. This is a cultural 
phenomenon, and just something to be aware of when you are planning meetings 
with an Indian counterpart. While this will tend to happen more if you go over there, 
it has been known to happen when officials come here, though less so.

The culture in India has started trending towards discussing business over power 
breakfasts. If you can arrange for a breakfast meeting with your counterpart that 
would be appreciated, though again not necessary.

When doing business with Indian officials, whether inviting them here or travelling 
there, be aware of the long list of holidays they celebrate. Contacting the local 
embassy or tourism bureau (or a quick Google search) will help you ascertain holiday 
dates and times in the current year and help you make plans more effectively.
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It is common even in business meetings to start discussions on small talk on 
unrelated issues. The building of trust and rapport is incredibly important to Indians.

Sometimes Indians ask questions which can be seen as too personal and intrusive. 
Discussing family and personal life is normal. Conversation is an important tool in 
strengthening relationships.

Indians seldom express disagreement directly. Open disagreement is likely to be 
interpreted as being hostile and aggressive (though acceptable by someone who is 
elder or superior). Otherwise disagreements are expressed indirectly. It is advisable 
to avoid expressing direct disagreement.

Acceptable topics include cricket, Bollywood and Indian tradition.
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Gift giving is customary in India, and is seen as a sign of friendship. However, it is 
generally not expected at the first meeting.

It is advisable not to give expensive gifts, unless you are very close to the person. 
Normally, large and expensive gifts are given only by family friends and close 
relatives--and for specific family occasions, such as a wedding. Since Indians try to 
reciprocate a gift, if it is too expensive, it can cause embarrassment for the recipient.

Use red, yellow, green or blue coloured wrapping paper. White and black colors are 
considered inauspicious.

Normally, gifts are not opened in the presence of the giver. However, sometimes your 
Indian host may insist on your opening the gift, and would expect appreciation for 
his/her choice.

If you are giving money as a gift, do remember that 11, 51, 101, 501, etc. are 
considered auspicious numbers. Your gift would be more appreciated if it is in these 
denominations.

Before the opening up of the Indian economy, many foreign products were not 
available in India, and would have made a good gift. However, now most foreign-
made products are accessible to Indians, and have, consequently, lost their value as a 
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gift. However, Indians do appreciate a gift which is representative of your, or a 
specific, culture [e.g., Dutch wooden shoes/clogs, a Swiss knife, French perfume, 
etc.].

If you have worked or lived with Indians, a framed photograph with them as a gift 
would be viewed as a warm and friendly gesture.

Different flowers have different connotations across India. If you are planning to give 
flowers, do check with the florist as to what would be appropriate. A bouquet of 
roses, however, is the safest choice across the country.

Drinking alcohol is culturally not accepted in most parts of India. Many Indians do not 
drink at home. However, if your host drinks and keeps drinks at home, a bottle of 
scotch whisky or wine will be appreciated.

Be cautious in giving a leather item as a gift. Since many Hindus are vegetarians, they 
may not appreciate items made of leather.
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As we expand business dealing with emerging countries – KNOW the target country 
and KNOW the cultures, customs and traditions.

1. Sitting - do not expose the soles of the shoe; soles should face the ground.

2. Hands- belong on the boardroom table, not in your lap.

3. Attire - Conservative is the word governing business attire the world over, 
regardless of gender.

4. Gestures all mean different things in various countries. Do be aware of gestures 
and their significance.

5. Personal space- varies from country to country. Please know that personal space, 
one’s “comfort zone” varies from country to country. We may recall the unpleasant 
reaction when Mrs. Obama was seen touching the Queen of England!

6. Eye Contact: direct eye contact also varies from country to country.

7. Eating unfamiliar foods considered delicacies in various countries is 
important. Refusal can be highly insulting; eat it, but swallow quickly!
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